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Stop Calling Good Republicans RINOs

From: Daniel Fenlason (danielfenlason@hotmail.com)

To:

Date: Saturday, April 2, 2022, 08:18 AM MDT

Hello,

In emails, texts, or phone calls that you may have recently received, the El Paso
Republican Party Secretary, Sheryl Glasgow and several of her friends and a fellow
Bonus Members (including the Lupias in a blasted email and by the Goodalls
who screamed at meetings) called members of the executive committee (including Joel
Sorensen) establishment and "RINOs" (which stands for "Republican in name only"). 

They called Joel these insults because he voted for election integrity and voter list
transparency on an issue that was presented to the executive committee. 
This tactic of fake news and name calling to try to cancel someone is not what
Republicans should be doing. Conservatives should stand against Cancel Culture and not
try to bring it into the El Paso County Republican Party.

I am sure that both sides will tell you why they voted differently on the issue, but that is
not the purpose of this email. 

This email is to set the record straight on if Joel Sorensen and the other "younger
members" of this board are RINOs and establishment. When Secretary Glasgow and
others, who promote Cancel Culture, talk about the "younger members", they are
referring to a group of young people who ran as a slate for bonus member. We called
ourselves the "Right Squad" in mocking reference to the "Squad" in D.C.

We are a group of Conservative, Pro-Trump, millennials and gen-zers. We were elected
with more votes than anyone else, including the chairman, vice-chairman, and secretary. 

When we were elected, two of the five were not old enough to buy alcohol, four of the
five were not old enough to rent a car, and I was the oldest at the age of 26. 

Our slate has five people: 
Joel Sorensen 
Mason Luke
Austin Luke
Madi Fenlason 
Daniel Fenlason 

If being a RINO or establishment means we are Anti-Trump then their statement is a lie.
Madi Fenlason was selected to meet President Trump in 2019 where the President
thanked her for our work on his campaign in 2016. I worked on the President's 2016 race
as a full-time staffer. Mason Luke and Austin Luke worked as full-time staffers in the
2020 cycle for President Trump's campaign. Joel (who was not even old enough to vote
yet) knocked on more doors in the 2020 cycle than the county party secretary, county
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party chairman, Lupias and Goodalls (two families that also have called Joel a RINO
and establishment), and their allies did combined. We know that because we were the
ones organizing for the President's campaign. 

If being a RINO or establishment means we do not support our party's candidates, then it
is simply false.
 
In fact, I was with Joel for weeks when he would door knock from 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM
for six days a week and then door knock a half day on Sundays. After we got back, and
it was too dark to door knock, he worked on other ways to support Republicans. 

I was with Joel when he pulled all nighters to get tax cutting, Polis limiting, and
spending transparency initiatives on the ballot. Mason was with Joel when they would
travel to other counties to door knock targeted Republican races. Madi was with Joel
when they worked together to make sure all Republicans are able to vote on our
candidates. Madi was with Joel when they worked together to organize students and
nurses to oppose vaccine mandates and other oppressive COVID restrictions. Austin and
Mason were with Joel when he worked to organize patriots to volunteer for the
President's campaign. Joel has taught at different conservative churches about how to get
young Christians involved in politics. Joel started a successful Turning Point chapter
here in El Paso County. He also leads conservatives at UCCS and will be president of
the UCCS College Republicans next year. 

This man is not a RINO or part of the establishment, he is part of the solution. 
Joel has worked hard on everything from successful school board races to presidential
races and always for the Republican candidate. To call him a RINO or "establishment"
as an insult is simply fake news. Our party, state, and nation would be much better if
there were a lot more Joels in the world. He is a Christian. He is a Conservative. He is a
Patriot. He is a Republican. To say any of that is false, without evidence, is an Ad
Hominem attack due to lack of proper evidence or arguments. 

Lastly, Secretary Sheryl Glasglow pointed out in her email that Madi, Mason, and I were
late to this meeting. This is true. We were late. This meeting was schedule with about a
week's lead time. I had meetings with people who are helping to build our first house
(could not reschedule), Madi was working at the hospital as she is a labor and delivery
nurse (pregnant moms don't reschedule), and Mason was working with Turning Point at
an event with Charlie Kirk (could not reschedule). 

Like many of you our lives are busy, and we were not able to be there on time due to our
responsibilities. When we heard the meeting was still going, we wanted to be there to
make sure the issues we saw with the vote that was taking place were addressed
(including many properly elected delegates and alternates who were removed from
voting lists, and I was one of those alternates). We asked if the body would allow us to
vote (which is the proper way according to Robert's Rules of Order) but the country
leadership denied the voting body the right to vote on our inclusion in the final vote. 

This vote that Sheryl Glasglow painted as a disenfranchisement of voters was not that at
all.  It was about voter integrity and clean voter lists. Sadly, voter integrity lost that vote.
I am sure both sides of that vote will tell you about the vote and what it means. 

Joel Sorensen is a hardworking, conservative, and young leader that we should figure
out how to multiply, not call him names based on fake news and try to get him canceled.
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